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Even though former Liberal Prime Minister, Malcom Fraser, is 
seen today as a moderate next to the hard-right politics of John 
Howard, it was not always like this. Malcom “Life wasn’t meant to 
be easy” Fraser came to power in 1975 through appointment by 
the Governor General John Kerr after Kerr sacked the elected 
Labor Party PM Gough Whitlam. These were exciting times: 
mass demonstrations in the streets, strikes, rumours of the 
army being called out, CIA involvement in Australian affairs etc.

Students often organised street demonstrations - sometimes 
quite spontaneously. Rallies from Sydney Uni would head 
off down Parramatta Road towards the city to protest the 
latest of Fraser’s cuts to education or welfare. There was a 
constant tension between the union movement at the base 
and the leadership that was close to the Labor Party. Workers 
demanded a General Strike against Fraser, but the Labor 
leadership counselled caution with, “we must win the election”. 
One of the biggest strikes was the Medibank Strike of 1976. 
After waiting for three elections, finally came the Hawke victory 
in 1983; yet many of the demands of rank and file workers 
remained unmet. One union that did make history through the 
late 1970s and 1980s was the NSW Builders and Labourers 
Federation. The BLF used industrial action to successfully protect 
numerous environmental and cultural sites in Sydney and beyond 
from profit-hungry developers. These ‘Green Bans’ were arguably 
the world’s first environmentalist coalition between unions and 
the community.

During Fraser’s time, many ordinary people were politicised 
and took action without being authorised by any leadership. 
Workers and students would join up to harass John Kerr 
whenever he appeared in public; eventually he rarely popped his 
head out. Posters would quickly be made and pasted up, graffiti 
scrawled on billboards, go-slow campaigns would materialise 
in government work places. The ‘Rage against Fraser’ was 
maintained by many through those years.


